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Chapter 1: Welcome to MIDI Designer!

MIDI Designer (MD) is a MIDI controller platform for iOS: a tool for musicians to create custom control
interfaces for instruments, effects, plugins, and apps—basically, anything that can respond to MIDI.
Interfaces can consist of a variety of different controls including buttons, knobs, sliders and XY pads. MD
is the only controller platform that is 100% built, from the ground up, in iOS. All editing can be done
optimally on your iOS device providing a fast, streamlined experience from idea to execution. You can
work on your interfaces on the train or while you’re waiting for your coffee. MD is very powerful, but easy
to use. Instead of scripting, you create complex functionality in MD by setting up relationships between
controls. Relationships allow you to dial in the exact behavior you’re looking for without any guesswork.

While MD controllers are often used by musicians for controlling hardware and software, they are also
leveraged in lighting, robotics, VJ performances, and interactive art installations. Any device or system
that allows for MIDI control is a perfect target for MD.

The MIDI Designer Community creates and shares layouts and pages for various MIDI targets. The
Community also provides expert advice and helps solve old and new problems in MIDI Designer.

In addition, various equipment manufacturers, including Antares Tech and Casio, distribute layouts for
MD. MD is trusted in studios and on stages by thousands of users, including high-profile acts like Todd
Rundgren and upcoming acts like POSTYR Project. MD is been adored by press and users alike.

Since MD launched at NAMM in January of 2012, users have asked for a comprehensive user manual.
We're proud to finally deliver on the promise to provide a definitive source of information about MD. It's
an exciting addition to the wealth of information that the Community and ourselves have provided so far,
all of which is well-indexed by Google and other search engines.

—The MIDI Designer Team at Confusion Studios LLC

http://mididesigner.com/community
http://www.tr-i.com/
http://www.tr-i.com/
http://postyrproject.com/
http://mididesigner.com/praise
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Where to Start

MIDI Designer provides you with many sources of information of many different kinds.

Check out the tutorial in the application itself, at More → Config → Actions → Show Tutorial1.
Watch the Walkthrough Video2.

MIDI Designer Manual (this document).3.
Search!—The MIDI Designer website, the Q&A forums, and the MIDI Designer YouTube Channel are4.
very well indexed by Google. Search for what you need.

If you have a problem or question, check the chapter on Troubleshooting—Getting Help to find out more
information.

About This Manual

This manual is a work in progress. If you find something missing, please let us know – either in comments
(below), via email (use Config → Actions → Email Us), or via the Contact Form on our Website.

Want to help us with the manual? We'd love your help. Please get in touch!

Manual Conventions

This section introduces you to text formatting and other formatting standards used in this manual.

Info – Important, additional explanatory info can be found with this “i” icon.

Tip – Ideas on how to use a particular function or concept can be found next to the lightbulb.

Help – The question mark appears to highlight basic topics of using MD.

Gotcha – Unexpected gotchas that are important to keep in mind.

Important names and concepts appear in bold.

Locations of functions usually appear in italics. Right facing arrows (→) are used to indicate sequential
addresses, such as Control Properties Pane → Relationships Tab → Options as Super

Throughout this manual, MIDI Designer will be referred to as MD.

http://midiDR.com/contact
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gotcha
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iPad and iPhone — where they are different, iPad and iPhone versions will be specified, usually with iPad
only or iPhone only.

iPad refers to all iPads, including: iPad, iPad air and iPad mini.●

iPhone refers to iPhones and iPod touches of various generations.●

See Minimum Requirements for platform minimums.

Current Version

Version 1.7 of MIDI Designer Pro, Lite and 12 has been out since 2014-12-17.

Download MIDI Designer Pro on the iOS App Store

MIDI Designer Lite and MIDI Designer 12 are on vacation and are available only for existing users and by
special arrangement.

Minimum Requirements

iPad, iPhone or iPod touch●

iOS 5 or better●
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Chapter 2: Basics

MD for iPad Screen Overview

The first time you open MIDI Designer, you will see two sets of three pages on either side of the screen
and a “more” button placed directly in the middle. The more button will display a set of other buttons
that bring up more advanced pane, and give access to saving and loading presets.

iPad Screen Layout

Buttons

1. more Button: The more button is the gateway to all MD features. When you are connected and
playing your rig, it's small and unobtrusive, but it's the key to all the power of MD.

2. Design Button: Enter Design mode from Play Mode.●
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3. Config Button: Bring up the Config Pane for access to layout-wide parameters●

4. Log Button: Bring up the Log Pane for troubleshooting●

5. Accelo: Toggle accelerometer response in MD●

6. Global Preset Buttons●

7. Global Preset Alt and Save Buttons●

8. Page Tab Selectors●

9. Page Bank Selector (right)●

By convention, the more button is rarely mentioned in this manual. However, on iPad, most functionality
starts with more

MD for iPhone Screen Overview

Bottom Toolbar

iPhone Screen Layout

1. Design Mode ON/OFF icon: Enter Design Mode.●

2. Presets: Browse different presets●

3. Config: Bring up the config panel to access layout wide properties.●

4. MIDI Log: shows the outgoing and incoming MIDI Data.●

5. Accelerometer: Toggle accelerometer response in MD●

6. Page Select●

7. Page Bank Selector●

8. Hide Button: Hide the bottom toolbar for more real estate●
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9. Page Up and Down gutters.●

On certain iPhone models, there is an additional pair of Page Up/Down buttons on the Toolbar.

Basic Concepts

Starting from Scratch: New Layout
Use Config → Actions → New to create a new layout

Control

Controls are the basic building blocks of your layout. In MD, a control can be of two types:

Dynamic Controls: Respond to touch and can both send and receive MIDI messages. All types:●

Knob❍

Slider❍

Crossfader (sideways slider)❍

Button❍

XY Pad❍

Decorative Controls:●

Shape❍

Label❍

Panel❍

Each control has multiple display properties like LED color, name and label properties. In addition,
dynamic controls have:

MIDI properties●

Additional display properties that affect messages sent and received●

Relationships to other controls including supercontrols and subcontrols●

Dynamic controls can also be in more than one place in your layout via Control Copies.

MIDI Target

MD, like most MIDI controllers, does not itself produce sound. Instead, it controls one or more MIDI
targets. A MIDI Target can be any hardware or software you can control via MIDI. Examples include:

Musical hardware including mixing boards, keyboards, MIDI guitars, electronic drums, and DJ consoles●

Other iOS apps such as synths, DAWs, and effects●

Software on other platforms, e.g., Ableton Live on OSX or Windows●

Lighting for television and film via a MIDI-enabled console, e.g.: Ma Lighting●

http://ableton.com
http://www.malighting.com
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Layout

Each MIDI Designer layout controls one or more MIDI targets. It consists of Page Banks containing Pages,
and Pages containing Controls like knobs and buttons.

Layouts may be saved, loaded, and shared in a variety of ways.

Examples of layouts are a layout for the Roland JD-990, or a layout that a guitarist uses to get through a
two-hour performance using MD.

Page

Controls are organized into Pages

Pages have a name and other decorative properties including background color, background texture, and
LED color for all controls on a page.

To switch between pages:
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iPad: Press the Page tabs on the top of the GUI.●

iPhone: Use the right and left arrow keys on the left hand side of the bottom tool bar, alternatively use●

single tap on the far right and far left side of your interface.
Across both platforms: Jump Buttons let you use a button to change pages.●

iPad Only — MD uses a Two-Up Page Design, meaning that it shows two pages at once: one on the left
side and one on the right side. Being able to display any two pages together makes your rig modular and
flexible.

iPad Only — For some layouts, you may choose not to use the Two-Up Page Design. You can use the
One Big Page feature to see a single page instead of two separate ones.

Page Bank

Pages of controls can be further organized into Page Banks. Each Page Bank can hold as few as one
page, and a maximum of 6 pages.

In Play Mode, two principal methods may be used to change Banks: the Page Bank selectors and Bank
Jump Buttons.

Presets

Presets represent all the values in your entire MIDI Designer setup. For example, a knob called “Sweep”
might be set to 45° (or an outgoing MIDI value of 32). When you store a preset, that value is saved. When
you recall a preset, all controls snap to the value they had at the time the preset was saved.

So your sweep knob would snap to 45° regardless or what position it's in, and that value would be sent
out to all connected MIDI targets.

There are two types of Presets in MD:

Global Presets●

Presets for Groups of controls●

Chapter on Presets

Design Mode and Play Mode

Design Mode

Design Mode is used to create and modify your layout.
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The main functions performed in Design Mode include:

Controls●

Adding, deleting, copying and moving controls❍

Modifying control properties❍

Establishing relationships among controls❍

Pages●

Adding, deleting, copying and moving pages❍

Modifying page properties❍

Saving, Loading, and Mailing pages❍

Play Mode

In Play Mode, your layout controls your MIDI target or targets and responds to external MIDI controllers.

Switch between Design and Play Mode on iPad:

Enter into “Design Mode” by pressing the Design Button (2).●

A blue button will pop up saying “Exit Design Mode” with a lock next to it●

To return to Play Mode, press Exit Design Mode.●

To switch between Design and Play Mode on iPhone:

Enter into “Design Mode” by pressing the Design Button (1).●

The Design Toolbar will come up, and the Design Button will now be blue.●

Design
Toolbar, iPhone
Press the Design Button again to exit Design Mode.●

Config Pane

The Config button brings up the Config Pane. The Config Pane contains MD-wide and layout-wide
configuration options and actions. The Config Pane has the following tabs:

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=0de29a&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FExit-Design-Mode.png
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Config Pane

Connectivity: all options for connecting MD to MIDI inputs and outputs: hardware, Wi-Fi and virtual1.
MIDI: Options relating to realtime performance in MD, including Global Preset editing2.
Actions: All layout-wide actions, including saving, loading and mailing3.
Options: More layout-wide options for Play and Design Mode4.
Pedalboards: All options related to Pedalboards in MD5.
About: Version information and credits for MD6.

Log Pane

Log Pane

Sticky Panes on iPad

iPad Only — Press the red LED in the top right corner of a Pane to make it “sticky”

Not-Sticky

Pane, Not Sticky
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Sticky

Pane, Sticky

Explanation

Panes are the small “dialog boxes” in MD for iPad:

Design Properties Pane (controls)●

Design Page Properties Pane●

Config Pane●

Log Pane●

Normally, when you touch outside of a Pane, it disappears

Press the red LED in the top right corner of a Pane to make it “sticky”

The green LED in the top right corner of a Pane indicates that it's “sticky”●

You can move the Pane by dragging the title bar●

The Pane will remain focused on whatever you were editing last. This is particularly useful in Design●

Mode for editing the same parameter for multiple controls.
Close the pane by pressing the (green) LED again●
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Chapter 3: Getting Connected

Config Pane → Connections Tab
MIDI Designer can connect to MIDI targets through a variety of different methods. Setting up MIDI
Designer will change depending on what MIDI targets your using. You might need to research how to
configure your MIDI target to receive MIDI data, or how to connect using your MIDI hardware.

MD handles all connections via the Connections Tab of the Config Pane.

Config Connections

via Wi-Fi

MD can connect via Network MIDI (also called “rtpMIDI”) to Mac, PC, and other iOS devices.

Same Network
It is essential that the devices are on the same Wi-Fi network.

Ad-Hoc Network
To eliminate interference and reduce latency, ad-hoc networks may be used.

Ad-Hoc Network Setup, Mac: Instructions

Ad-Hoc Network Setup, Windows: Instructions

http://www.maclife.com/article/columns/maclife_101_how_create_adhoc_network
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/set-computer-to-computer-adhoc-network#1TC=windows-7
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Connecting to Mac

Network MIDI is built-in to OSX. Please follow these instructions.

Connecting to Windows

Instructions on getting connected to Windows with MIDI Designer can be found here

rtpMIDI by Tobias Erichsen
For Windows, you'll need the rtpMIDI implementation generously provided by Tobias Erichsen.

Please donate to this project if you use it! Tobias Erichsen's work is not only critical to your
use of MD; it's also brilliant!

Wi-Fi via Other Apps

Some apps connect MD to hardware devices that provide Wi-Fi connectivity. Using Virtual CoreMIDI, MD
can connect with these apps easily. Two examples are: * PUC by Zivix * Quicco Sound mi.1

Connecting from MD

Config Connections

Create a network connection in MIDI Designer by tapping on one of the rows in the table titled, “Wi-Fi
Connections — Tap to Connect or Disconnect.” A checkmark will appear for connected rows.

Remove a network connection by tapping the row with the checkmark.

http://mididesigner.com/help/connect-to-osx/
http://mididesigner.com/help/connecting-to-windows/
http://www.tobias-erichsen.de/software/rtpmidi.html
http://www.mipuc.com/
http://www.amazon.com/QUICCO-SOUND-Wireless-MIDI-Interface/dp/B00PEFOOFI
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Note: In many cases, it is possible to initiate the connection from the MIDI target. In that case MD will
react and show the connection with a check mark.

Bluetooth LE

Connect to your computer or another iOS device using Bluetooth with either of these fine apps:

Apollo MIDI http://www.secretbasedesign.com/apps/apollomidi●

BluePort http://betafunk.dk/blueport●

iOS Device to Computer via USB

Options show up in Config → Connections → Hardware and Virtual Sources/Destinations. They include:

Music IO App (joint effort with the authors of MIDI Designer, Audeonic Apps and Secret Base Design●

Apps)
MIDI LE●

Using any CoreMIDI-compliant Interface

MD will see any CoreMIDI-compliant device and display it under Config → Connections → Hardware and
Virtual Sources/Destinations. This includes these options and many more:

IK Multimedia iRig MIDI and MIDI 2●

iConnectivity iConnect Line●

Line 6 MIDI Mobilizer 2●

Virtual CoreMIDI to Other iOS Apps

Virtual CoreMIDI connections show up in Config → Connections → Hardware and Virtual
Sources/Destinations

Connect to Music-making iPad apps like LoopyHD and Animoog.

Virtual CoreMIDI is also used to connect to apps that provide MIDI connectivity, including:

Apps that talk to custom hardware, like the IK Multimedia Blueboard●

Apps that allow for bluetooth connectivity, such as those mentioned above.●

Class-Compliant USB Hardware

http://www.secretbasedesign.com/apps/apollomidi
http://betafunk.dk/blueport
http://musicIOapp.com
https://itunes.apple.com/app/midi-le/id925495245?mt=8
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Any class-compliant MIDI device will automatically show up under Config → Connections → Hardware and
Virtual Sources/Destinations if used with the Apple USB adapters. The two options are:

Lightning: Lightning to USB Camera Adapter●

30-pin: iPad Camera Connection Kit●

Some MIDI interfaces do not transmit certain types of MIDI info. For instance, this interface does not send
sysex info.

via Virtual CoreMIDI

You can control other apps on your iOS device via Virtual CoreMIDI.

Many apps will present themselves:

As sources under Hardware and Virtual Sources1.
As destinations under Hardware and Virtual Destinations2.

One example layout controls Magellan, Galileo, Filtatron, AUFX, Loopy and Filtatron all at once!

MD-Initiated Virtual Ports

Config → Connections → MIDI In/Out (Toggles)
Some apps do not expose a virtual MIDI interface, but can still talk to MD. To use these, MD needs to
present a pair of Virtual MIDI ports. To use these, turn the toggles for MIDI In and MIDI Out to ON.

MD-Initiated CoreMIDI Virtual Ports

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B001HPL8B2
http://mididesigner.com/qa/2656
http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=f315ed&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FMIDI_Designer_Initiated_Virtual_MIDI.png
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Chapter 4: Working with Layouts, Pages and
Banks

Layouts

What are layouts?  Read about layouts here

Working with Layouts as Files

MD provides these basic file-type operations for layouts. Layouts use the file extension .mididesigner

New, Mail and Save

Config → Actions → New will remove all Page Banks (and therefore, Pages and Controls) and allow●

you to start from a blank slate
Config → Actions → Mail Layout allows you to mail a layout.●

Mailing to yourself is a great way to perform a time-stamped, permanent, and perfect backup of your
layout.

Config → Actions → Save Layout allows you to save your current layout with a name.●

iTunes File Sharing
Saved layouts are backed up and accessible via iTunes File Sharing.

Opening Layouts in MD

There are two ways to open layouts in MD:

Open In… — From Mail, Safari, Dropbox and many other apps, a long press on a .mididesigner file1.
will allow you to choose MIDI Designer Pro to open your layout.
Config → Actions → Load Layout2.

Layouts you make available to MD via iTunes File Sharing can be found here❍

Layouts you have saved (using Save Layout) are also available here❍

Append Layout

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201301
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201301
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With either method of opening layouts, you will be given the option to append the current layout. This
will combine the currently-loaded layout with the layout that you are loading.

Working with Pages in Design Mode

Access Page Properties Pane

The Page Properties Pane is used to adjust Page Properties, and perform actions on pages and controls.

iPhone: Enter design mode → single tap on page name●

iPad: Enter Design Mode → double tap on page tab●

Access Page Actions Tab

Use the Page Actions Tab to add, delete move pages and other actions. Access Page Actions from the
Page Properties Pane → Page Actions Tab

Add a Page: from Page Actions Tab, use “New Before” or “New After”●

Move Page: From Page Actions Tab, use “Move Left” or “Move Right” to move the page●

Delete a Page: from Page Actions Tab, use “Delete Page” (there are two: use the top one)●

Copy and Make Similar refer are described below●

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/doku.php/start#copying_pages
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Page Arranger

Also, you may use the Page Arranger: Page Properties Pane → Arrange●

The Page Arranger also allows for moving pages between banks, deleting and renaming pages.●

iPad Only
You can drag the page tab and drop it where you would like it to appear

Page Properties Pane

Page Properties change the visual properties of the given page.
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Access Page Properties from Page Properties Pane → Properties (first tab)

Page Name

Change the name of the page displayed on the top tab.

Highlight Color

Highlight Color is the text color used by controls. It's also the text color the Page Tab (iPad only).●

Individual controls can specify their own highlight color●

Change the highlight color between black white and auto. When auto is selected MIDI designer will●

automatically change it depending on the background color of the page.

Tap for Texture and Color

The textures and colors change the page's texture and color. Hitting random texture or random color
randomly changes texture or color. the background.

LED color slider

LED color slider changes the hue for the LED for all controls on a page. If set, individual Control's LED●

Properties will not be affected by the pages' LED Color Slider.
Use Randomize LED Color to change the LED color randomly●
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Randomize: Texture/Color/LED

Change the page background and the page-wide LED randomly.

Working with Pages as Files

MD provides these basic file-type operations for Pages. Pages use the file extension
.mididesignerpage

Mail and Save

Page Properties Pane → Actions → Mail Page allows you to mail a lpage to yourself (as a backup●

age Properties Pane → Actions → Save Page allows you to save the current page with a name.●

iTunes File Sharing
Saved Pages are backed up and accessible via iTunes File Sharing.

Opening MD Pages

There are two ways to open Pages in MD:

Open In… — From Mail, Safari, Dropbox and many other apps, a long press on a1.
.mididesignerpage file will allow you to choose MIDI Designer Pro to open your page.
Page Properties Pane → Actions → Load Page2.

Pages you make available to MD via iTunes File Sharing can be found here❍

Pages you have saved (using Save Page) are also available here❍

Copying Pages

There are three ways to make copies of pages.

Copy Page — this creates a copy of the page using control copies, which are linked to the controls on●

the copied page.
Page Make Similar — this creates a copy of the page with independent controls. Initially, the new page's●

controls have the same relationships as the controls on the copied page.
Save a page as a file, and then load the file: Controls are completely independent. Inter-control●

relationships on the page are maintained, but relationships to other controls in the layout are broken.

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201301
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201301
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Working with Page Banks in Performance Mode

Access Page Bank Indicator(s)

iPad: the right and left sides each have a Page Bank Indicator

iPhone: the Page Bank Indicator is on the Bottom Toolbar, to the right of the Page Name Display

Switching Banks

Touch the Page Bank Indicator to step through the banks sequentially.●

Alternately, you can use bank jump buttons●

you will not be able to see the page bank indicator in Performance Mode:●

iPad: if the left side has one visible bank and the right side has one or two visible banks❍

iPhone: if there is only one visible bank❍

Working with Page Banks in Design Mode

Change number of visible banks

Press and hold on the banks indicator to the left of the more buttons to see the Bank Quantity Select
Popover. Select any number from 1 to 8.

Move Pages Between Banks

Use the Page Arranger (from Page Actions, hit the “Arrange” tab).●

On iPad, you can also drag the Page Tab to move a page from one bank to another.●

Also see One Big Page
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Chapter 5: Working with Controls

You work with controls in Design Mode. See how to enter Design Mode.

There are two types of controls in MD:

Dynamic Controls like buttons, knobs, and XY pads●

Decorative Controls like labels and shapes.●

This chapters discusses how to create, copy, and duplicate controls, and set up your layout.

Types of Controls

Buttons

By default, a button has two states, on or off (subtype is “toggle”). Buttons can also be momentary (no
latch) and have variable velocity as Drumpads.

Buttons can show text, either single line or multiline.

There are a variety of options for varying the appearance of buttons. They can also assume a variety of
different shapes including piano keys.

Piano Keys
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Piano Keys (Different)

Isomorphic Keys

Regular Buttons

Variable Controls

Knob, Slider, Crossfader, XY Pad

We'll use Variable Controls to refer to knob, slider, crossfader and the X or Y dimension of an XY Pad.

Knob

Displays Values: Rotary (clockwise increasing)●
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Movement: Up-Down by default●

An MD Layout

Slider

Displays Values: Vertical (up increasing)●

Movement: Up-Down by default●

Crossfader

A crossfader is essentially a slider with horizontal control.

Displays Values: Horizontal (right increasing)●

Movement: Left-Right by default●

XY Pad

Two dimensions (X and Y)●

Displays: two values, one for each dimension●

Decorative Controls

These do not send and receive MIDI data all types of controls that are for display only.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/detail.php/manual:sizes.jpg?id=manual%3Achapter-working-with-controls
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Decorative Controls (with some knobs)

Label: Displays a word or phrase of up to 40 characters. The size of the control determines the size of●

the text.
Multiline Label: Displays a paragraph or multi line description.●

Shape: Displays a line. Good for visually separating different functionality in your layout.●

Panel: Creates a colored box with adjustable color, transparency, and patterned text.●

Add a Control

Adding controls is quick and easy.

Add Control Pane (iPad)

Add Control Pane

Tap any blank space on the page to bring up the the Add Control Pane then select the type of control●

you wish to add.
Add 1, 4 or 8 controls at a time.●
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Make the “Add Pane” sticky by pressing the Red LED in the upper left hand side.●

Add Control Pane (iPhone)

Add Control Pane — iPhone

Press the + sign in the lower left hand corner to bring up the Add Pane.●

Tap on any blank part of the page to add the selected type of control.●

Tap again on a blank part of the screen to add another control of the selected type.●

To select a different type of Control, long press the + sign to bring up the Add Pane again.●

To stop adding controls, press the + sign again or select an existing control with a single tap.●

Size and Position a Control

A single-tap on a control displays its red bounding box and sizing handles.●

Drag the handles or use pinch-and-zoom to size a control and change its shape.●

Drag the control to reposition it.●

You may also use the Size Slider and Change Aspect buttons (see below)●

Move Controls to Other Pages (iPad) — Drag a control to move it to another page.

If you are using One Big Page, you might not be able to get the source and target pages on the screen
simultaneously. In these situations, temporarily turn One Big Page to OFF.

Move Controls to Other Pages (iPhone) — move the control to other pages using the arrows on the
toolbar at the bottom of the screen.

Layering controls visually

Send to back: Control Properties Pane → Actions → Send to back.●

Bring forwards: when you touch a control in design mode, it is automatically brought to the front of all●

other controls on the page.

Bring to Front?
As there is no “bring to front” button, you might need to send some controls backwards to bring the
control you need to the front.
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Panels
Panels always move to the back of other controls. To layer panels on other panels, you might have to use
Send to Back

Access the Control Properties Pane

Double-tap a control to access the Control Properties Pane

Control Properties Pane, iPad

Display properties of controls are modified in Control Properties Pane → Properties Tab. Here you can
change the colors of a specific part of your layout, of specific controls, and add labels. In general, the
Display Properties do not change the types of messages sent by controls, however:

The number of ticks can limit the values of MIDI messages can be sent out by a control. For example, a●

knob that sends a Control Change and has three ticks can only send three discrete values.
Named Ticks – an advanced feature – tie the MIDI values to specific display values.●

The Control Properties Pane is context sensitive: different types of controls have different modifiable
properties.

Delete a Control
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Control Properties Pane → Actions → Delete. A prompt appears: confirm to delete the control.

Adjust Display Properties

Access Display Properties from the Control Properties Pane

The leftmost tab, called Properties, refers to the Display Properties of the selected control.●

For XY Pad: Access an XY pad's properties per dimension. Switch dimensions by pressing “Design Y●

Dimension” or “Design X Dimension”

Size Slider — This slider changes the size of the affected control, maintaining its current aspect-ratio.

Change Aspect — Changes the aspect ratio of the control. Provides more limited choices than
manipulating the control directly with the sizing handles, thereby permitting greater efficiency.

LED color — Adjusting the LED color slider changes the hue of the LED color used in the control.

The first LED color value is Page – this value indicates that the control takes the page-wide LED color●

Values then range from 2-256, and skip by 2's. These values are the hue of the LED color going from●

red to red.
The last two values to the right are White and Black.●

Be sure to see Value Lock for Sliders just below, which will help you hit specific numbers.●

Below the LED slider, there is an area that says Tap for Last LED Color – this is a great way to ensure●

consistency between the LED colors for controls.

In general, unless you have a clear, functional reason for using LED colors for controls, you should
prefer page-wide LED colors.

Consistency in design will make your layout look better (and you'll be looking at it a lot).

Value Lock for Sliders — In Design Mode, all sliders are equipped with a value lock. If you stop moving
your touch for half a second, the sliders locks in place. Then, you can lift up your finger without altering
the value.

Labeling Controls

Label — Typing in this field will change the name displayed in the name label

Knobs, Sliders, Crossfaders: Name label is displayed under the control●

Buttons: Name label is displayed inside the button●

Labels: Name label is the label●

Panels: Name label is displayed in a repeating pattern on the panel●
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(Other) Label Properties

Label Properties

Hide Label (Toggle) — When ON, the label is not shown. You may also hide the label by putting in a
blank label but the Hide Toggle allows you keep the label and avoid confusion in Design Mode.

Label Size — Change the size of the label of the selected control:

Label sizes are consistent: a Label Size of 4 will look the same for a Knob as for a Button, for instance.●

The value for this slider is automatically adjusted unless the Autosize button is turned OFF.●

Autosize (Toggle) — When turned ON, the Label Size slider is set automatically based on the selected
control's size.

For Controls of Type Label
Autosize may not be set to OFF. Size the selected Label control itself to achieve the text size you need.

Supersize (Toggle) — When ON, the indicated label size for the selected control is about 50% larger.

Multiline (Toggle) — Changes a label to display on multiple lines. If the label text is too short (or the
size too small), the display will only show one line.

For Controls of Type Label
You must use a Multiline Label or a Label Control. You cannot change between them using the Multiline
Toggle.
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Various Label Sizes

Min, Max and Ticks

Variable Controls Only  — Variable controls refer to knob, slider, crossfader and XY pad.

Display Min -> Max

The Display Min → Max adjusts the minimum and maximum numbers a controls displays on your iOS
device.

However, it does not change the MIDI data that is being sent.●

Example: MIDI range for a Slider called “Volume” is 0→127. Change display Min→Max to 1→10. When●

the knob displays 1 on the display, the knob sends 0, but the knob
Inverted Example: MIDI range for Slider called “Rate” is 0→127. Change Display Min→Max to 100→1.●

When the knob shows 100, the knob sends 0. When the knob shows 1, it sends 127.

Number of Ticks

Change the number of ticks (or steps) a control has, which is the number of discrete values the control
can send out.

Changing the ticks of a knob to three, will restrict the behavior of that knob to three positions.●

Changing the number of ticks changes the MIDI messages sent by skipping certain values●

For more control, you can use Named Ticks. Named Ticks●

Display Options (Buttons and Shapes only)

Display Options change the shape or orientation of Buttons and Shapes.
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Display Options for Buttons

Normal — A rectangular button with rounded corners.●

Always Lit — A rectangular button that shows its color in a lighter tone when its on, and darker tone●

when its off.
Hexagonal — A hexagonal shaped button. These are great for constructing isomorphic keyboards.●

Hex (Always Lit) — A hexagonal shaped button that shows its color in a lighter tone when its on, and●

darker tone when its off.
Round — A circular button.●

Round (Always Lit) — A circular button that shows its color in a lighter tone when its on, and darker●

tone when its off.
Piano Key — Displays a long button shaped like a piano key.●

Piano C/F — A piano key with a space for a black key on the right side.●

Piano E/G/A — A piano key with a space for a black key on both sides.●

Piano E/B — A piano key with a space for a black key on the left side.●

Piano Sharp/Flat — A black piano key.●

Display Options for Shapes

Currently the only shape available in MD is a bar or line. By adjusting the thickness this can also act as a
box.

Horizontal top — Place the bar horizontally along the top of the bounding box.●

Horizontal middle — Place the bar horizontally in the middle of the bounding box.●

Horizontal bottom — Place the bar horizontally along the bottom of the bounding box.●

Vertical Left — Place the bar vertically along the left side of the bounding box.●

Vertical Middle — Place the bar vertically along the middle of the bounding box.●

Vertical right — Place the bar vertically along the right side of the bounding box.●

Alpha Slider (Panels and Shapes Only)

Adjusts the transparency of the control, or some part of the control's display.

Design Locks

iPad-only — When designing visually complex layouts in MD, you might run into the following situations:

You cannot select one control because another control is on top of it●

You cannot add controls to a space that has a Panel, because the Panel gets selected instead●
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Design Lock Icon

Design Locks were created in response to these difficulties. The Design Locks are accessed through the
lock icon to the right of the Exit Design Mode button.

There are four options with Design Locks:

Lock Panels — When this lock is ON, you cannot select controls of type Panel●

Lock Labels — When this lock is ON, you cannot select controls of type Label. This does not affect●

controls of other types that have a Label, such as Knob.
Lock Shapes — When this lock is ON, you cannot select controls of type Shape (lines)●

Lock Others — When this lock is ON, you cannot select all other controls.●

Design Locks (All Off)

Design Locks (One Off)

Basic Control Behaviors

Subtypes for Sliders, Knobs, Crossfaders

Control Properties Pane → Properties → Subtype
There are only two basic subtypes for these controls:

Normal: The control sends a variable MIDI message from your MIDI Min to your MIDI Max (or the●

reverse) depending on the location of your touch.
Relative: the control sends one MIDI message if going upwards, and another when going downwards.●

These other subtypes will be discussed later: Transpose, Octave Transpose, Presets, Channel Changer
and Channel Changer + Presets
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Other Options for Sliders, Knobs, Crossfaders

Aside from subtypes, control's have basic options, including Display and Label Properties as discussed
above.

Inverted

normally knobs and sliders go up (increase) and down (decrease)●

normally crossfaders go right (increase) and left (decrease)●

inverted knobs and slider go up (decrease) and down (increase)●

inverted crossfaders go right (decrease) and left (increase)●

Both the X and Y dimensions of an XY Pad can be inverted as well.

Inverting a control may seem odd. Instead, you want to:

Invert its output. Do this by setting a lower MIDI max than the MIDI min.●

Invert the numbers displayed: do this by adjusting Display MIN and MAX as seen above●

Rotate Touch Axis

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Rotate Touch Axis

Controls that normally go up and down now go right and left (1/4 turn clockwise)●

Controls that normally go right and left go up and down (1/4 turn counter-clockwise)●

Long Throw

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Long Throw
Long Throw controls go through a control's range more slowly, offering better precision.

The Throw Length is how far you have to move your touch to get the control to traverse its entire range.

Ribbon Strip

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Ribbon Strip

Normally, wherever you touch a slider or crossfader is the control's current value. Then, your touch goes
up and down (or left and right) from there, to increase or decrease values.

When a slider is set to “Ribbon Strip,” you touch an absolute value on the slider or crossfader:
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Touching the very top of the slider (or right of a crossfader) always sends the MAX value●

Touching the bottom (or left) always sends the MIN value●

XY Pads act as ribbon strips in two dimensions, essentially.

Subtypes for Buttons

Control Properties Pane → Properties → Subtype

Toggle

The button requires one press to send its MIDI ON value, and another press to send its MIDI OFF value.

Momentary

If the button is pressed, it sends its MIDI ON value. On release, it sends its MIDI OFF value.

Drumpad

Tall buttons are louder the higher you touch them●

Wide buttons are louder the further to the right you touch them●

Square buttons are louder in the middle●

Panic Button

The Panic Button sends a Note Off for all notes on all channels to all MIDI targets.

Bug in 1.7.1 – It seems the Panic functionality is broken in 1.7.1. A patch release (1.7.2) is awaiting
Apple review.

You can also use MIDI messages for a Panic Button. Depending on your MIDI target, this might work
better: fewer MIDI messages sent and the MIDI target can optimize its response.
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Alternatives to Panic Button in MIDI Designer

On the other hand, your MIDI target could also ignore these messages or just use them as regular control
change messages.

Other Subtypes

Other subtypes are described elsewhere:

Bit Changer●

Page Up/Down●

Bank Up/Down●

Jump to Bank●

Jump to Page●

Accelerometer Toggle●

Send all●

Reset to Defaults●

Open URL●
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Page-Wide Control Actions

Access page-wide control actions from the Page Properties Pane → Controls:

Page Properties Pane → Controls

Renumbering Controls and Changing Channels

Hit Renumber Controls (Channel/CC) to see the Renumber Controls Pane.
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Renumber Controls Pane

Choose your starting channel and (optionally) your starting CC. Then choose one of three actions:

Sequential: Renumbers Channel & CC for all controls on the page, sequentially from the starting●

channel and CC. This might create controls that overlap with Channel-CC combinations used elsewhere
in your layout.
Channel Only: Changes only the channel of all controls on the page.●

Unused: Renumbers Channel & CC for all controls on the page, starting from the starting channel and●

CC. MD will not use Channel-CC combinations that are used elsewhere in your layout.

Note: MD will renumber controls with most MIDI message types, including:

Control Change●

Note On/On-Off●

NRPN (MSB only)●

Pitch Bend (Channel Only)●

Reset Page to Default Template

Hit Reset Page to Default Template to have MD build a common page format:
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Default Page Tetmplate

This feature automatically assigns Channel-CC to avoid overlap.

Delete All Controls

Hit Delete All Controls to delete all controls on a page. You be prompted to confirm.

Remove Custom Colors

Hit Remove Custom (Control) Colors to remove control-specific LED colors and alpha settings. You will be
prompted to confirm. These colors are set here in Display Properties and alpha is set here.

Lock Layout (Toggle)

Lock Layout is a toggle button. It is OFF by default.

When ON, controls cannot be moved or sized on the selected page.●

When OFF, controls can be moved or sized as usual.●
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Chapter 6: MIDI Properties

Changing the MIDI messages that MD sends is done by editing the MIDI Control Properties of each
control. MIDI Designer supports all common types of MIDI messages. MIDI Implementation Chart

MIDI Properties of Controls

MIDI Tab of Control Properties

All functions described here are performed within the MIDI tab of the Control Properties Pane Double tap
a control to access the Control Properties Pane, then select the MIDI tab.

Message Type

MD can send all common types of MIDI messages. Choose the Message Type by tapping on the Message
Type box in the MIDI Properties. This brings up the Message Type Picker:
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Message Type Picker

Most users only need two MIDI message types:

Control Change: generally used to control parameters, like the amount of gain for a distortion effect.●

Absolute MIDI max is 127.
Note On/Note Off: generally used to trigger notes on an instrument. Absolute MIDI max is 127.●

MD also supports these types, discussed below:

7-bit (0-127 range)●

Control Change (CC)❍

Note On/Note Off❍

Note On/Note On❍

NRPN (0-127)❍

Program Change❍

Channel Aftertouch❍

Start/Stop❍

Continue❍

Song Position Pointer❍

14-bit (0-16K)●

14-bit Control Change (CC)❍

Bank Change❍

NRPN (0-16K)❍

Pitch Bend❍
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0 to 4 bytes: Sysex❍

Learn Button (Toggle)

When set to ON (blue), MD listens for incoming MIDI data and assigns a MIDI message to the selected
control.

Note: you must set the MIDI message type to the correct type before using Learn.

Send Test Button

Send the message of the selected control: this helps check that the MIDI message settings are correct.

Midi Receive Button (Toggle)

When ON: an incoming MIDI message in Play Mode changes the value of the selected control inside MD.
When off incoming messages will be ignored.

Set to ON by default.

Default Value (all message types)

The Default Value changes the default value for a control. The Default Value is used in several places in
Play Mode:

Triple-tapping on any knob, slider, or crossfader will reset it to its default value.●

Config → MIDI → Reset to Default Values will cause all controls in the layout to reset to their default●

values.
Buttons can also be set up to reset a page or the entire layout to its default value.●

MIDI Min & Max

(Called MIDI Off & On for Buttons)

The MIDI Min & Max restricts the Min and Max values of a variable MIDI message.
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MIDI Min & Max Panel, 7-Bit Controls

Invert the Range
The Max can also be lower than the Min value, in which case the sent MIDI values range from higher to
lower values.

The “Invert Range” button will substitute the Max for the Min.

For 14-bit (2-byte) and More

A slightly different MIDI Min & Max pane is used for controls that allow for 14-bit values or more.
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MIDI Min & Max Panel, 14-Bit+ Controls

Notes on Each Message Type

Each message type has a slightly different set of parameters.

Control Change Message Type

CC Message Types send control change messages.  MIDI Spec on CC Message

Channel / CC — This changes the Channel and CC (“Continuous Controller”) number the control sends
and receives. Pressing the Unused button will only display CC numbers that are currently not being used
in the layout.
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Channel & CC Number Picker

14-bit Button (Toggle)
Infrequently, 14-bit CC's are required by MIDI targets for finer-grained MIDI messages

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=e709c0&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FChanel-CC-Picker.png
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14-bit Button (Toggle)

The 14-bit Button is only available for controls that send use a CC of 0-31●

For more information on 14-bit control changes in MD, see here●

Note On-Off / Note On-On

Normally used to send notes to trigger a sound source (e.g., a synth).

Notes can be used effectively for buttons and also knobs, sliders, and the like.

Channel and Note

Channel & Note Selector

Adjust the Channel and Key Number for the MIDI message. Note that MD considers a C3 to be a 48.

Difference, Note-On-Off and Note-On-On

The difference is mostly academic: For most MIDI targets, a Note-On with a velocity of zero is●

considered a Note Off.
Note-On-Off will send a Note Off (e.g., 0x80 for Channel 1) when the value sent is zero, and a Note On-●

On will send a Note-On value zero when the value sent is zero (e.g., 0x90 for Channel 1).
When the value is non-zero, a Note On is sent in both cases.●

http://mididesigner.com/qa/277/coarse-fine-ccs-14-bit-control-changes
http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=40df99&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FChannel_and_Note.png
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You can adjust some properties of all controls on a page. See Page-Wide Adjustments.

Bank Change & Program Change

Bank and Program Change messages are often used to change patches on an external synth or a VST.●

Program changes only have an adjustable channel.
Only the Channel may be adjusted for both Bank Change and Program Change.●

How to send Bank Change and Program Change Together

NRPN & NRPN 14-Bit

The MIDI parameters for NRPN – whether 7-bit or 14-bit – are Channel, MSB and LSB.●

NRPN 14-bit uses an extra three bytes to send “fine” value data: if your MIDI target understands NRPN●

14-bit, this will add a degree of precision to MIDI

The MIDI Byte Calculator
Useful if you need to split a value over coarse and fine bytes. Generally, this is not necessary.

Sysex

Sysex (“System Exclusive”) messages are used by MIDI targets.

Advantages

Sysex messages are preferred by MIDI targets for a variety of reasons, including:

Values may span several bytes (MD supports up to four), allowing for many possible values●

(128^number-of-bytes)
Messages may be of practically any length (good for patch dumps, etc.)●

Messages may include a sysex manufacturer's ID and target ID●

Messages may include a checksum for error-correction●

Characteristics and MD with Sysex

Sysex messages are made of MIDI bytes (7-bit bytes which go up to 127, 7F in hex)●

MD allows for two variable values. One of these may span several up to four bytes.●

MD will automatically calculate several popular Sysex checksums●

http://mididesigner.com/qa/23/bank-change-then-program-change
http://mididesigner.com/help/midi-byte-calculator/
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How to Use Sysex

Change any control's Message Type to sysex●

Tap on “Sysex Bytes in Hex”●

Type in your sysex bytes in hex●

The first and last bytes of a sysex string (F0 and F7) are already included by MD. You should not (and●

cannot) include these bytes.

The MIDI Byte Calculator Useful if you need to split a value over bytes. If your MIDI target is asking for
you to enter a value that exceeds 127, this might help. However, Using V for Value will take care of this
automatically.

Sysex Properties

Using V for Value

Q&A on Sysex Values

If you use V in your sysex bytes, one or more bytes will have a variable value.●

You can choose 1 to 4 bytes for your MIDI message when you have a V in the sysex string.●

LSB first will reverse the order of the value bytes. This only affects controls that have 2 or more bytes in●

their value.

http://mididesigner.com/help/midi-byte-calculator/
http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=e2df96&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2Fsysex-properties.png
http://mididesigner.com/qa/79/how-do-use-a-controls-value-in-a-sysex-string
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Using L for Channel

Use channel in sysex string is the same as value. Use L for the channel.●

Channels may go up to 127 (one byte).●

Channels for sysex are useful primarily with Channel Changers

Also, you can change the channel for an entire page of controls, including your sysex controls.

Getting Help with Message Types

Converting from Hex to Decimal

Use Google and prefix your number with 0x to indicate hexadecimal. For instance:

Type this into Google: 0x44 in decimal●

Type this into Google: 0x7F in decimal●

Converting from Decimal to Hex

Type this into Google: 127 in hex●

Type this into Google: 44 in decimal●

Other Conversions

Converting from 7-bit MIDI bytes to values, or from values to 7-bit MIDI bytes: try The MIDI Byte
Calculator
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Chapter 7: Relationships with Supercontrols

Supercontrols and Subcontrols, Concepts

Supercontrols and subcontrols are an essential part of making a custom rig in MD for almost all users.
Supercontrols unlock almost all of the advanced functionality and power of MD.

Supercontrol — A supercontrol is a control that can control the values of another control or controls. A●

supercontrol's value can be changed directly, from external MIDI, or via another supercontrol.
Subcontrol — A subcontrol is a control whose value can be changed by another control or controls. With●

a few exceptions (with Button Groups, particularly), the subcontrol's value can be changed directly, as
well.

Super-sub relationships are set up in Design Mode

They allow for all types of relationships

one-to-one (A → B)●

one-to-many (A → B and C)●

many-to-one (A and B → C)●

many-to-many (A and B → C and D)●

Supers and subs allow for sequential chaining, so A may control B, which in turn controls C

Not Allowed
Cyclical chaining (A → B → C → A)

Rules for Supercontrols and Subcontrols

No Cycle — A supercontrol may not have a subcontrol that controls the supercontrol (directly or●
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indirectly).
Subcontrols Spin Supercontrols — Subcontrols only spin supercontrols if the supercontrols have●

only one subcontrol. Therefore, it’s often useful to chain supercontrols and subcontrols (to keep
everything in sync).
Pedalboards — Supercontrols on pedalboards are made to work with hardware. They save their●

previous value for the “current page” (the normal page above the pedalboard). They also only move
controls on the current page. There are several options that deal with supercontrols on pedalboards
(Config → Pedalboards).
Surprising Defaults●

Own Values
Supercontrols do not send their values out ever, unless “Supercontrols Send Own Values” is selected
(Config → Options). This is a layout-wide option.

MIDI Ranges, Supercontrols and Subcontrols

To discuss MIDI ranges, you will have to consider two concepts in contrast: the MIDI range and a message
type's absolute max.

The MIDI Range: MIDI Min to MIDI Max

What you've set the MIDI Min and the MIDI Max to for a control. Note: if the control is a button, this is the
MIDI ON and OFF value.

The Absolute Max

The highest MIDI Max that the message type allows.

For most message types: 127●

For 14-bit message types: 16,383●

For others: 128^B - 1 where B is number of MIDI bytes●

Value Scaling

If the Supercontrol reaches zero, the Subcontrol will reach its MIDI Min.

If the Supercontrol reaches its Absolute Max, the Subcontrol will reach its MIDI Max.

If the Supercontrol reaches 60% of the Absolute Max, the Subcontrol will be 60% of the way between its
MIDI Min and its MIDI Max.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/doku.php/start#surprising_defaults 
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Example Setup

Buttons that are subcontrols do not scale their values. They only send their ON and OFF values, ever.

MIDI Range Example, Supercontrols and Subcontrols

Setup

A supercontrol called VOLUME with an Absolute Max of 127●

VOLUME controls two subcontrols, GAIN and HI-CUT●

GAIN has a MIDI range of 20-120●

HI-CUT has a MIDI range of 100-50 (inverted!)●

If VOLUME has a MIDI Range of 0 to 127, it moves

GAIN from 20 → 120●

HI-CUT from 100 → 50●

If VOLUME has a MIDI Range of 20 to 100, it moves

GAIN from 33 → 83●

HI-CUT from 92 → 61●

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=4ac22d&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FThreeSupercontrolExample.png
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If VOLUME has a MIDI Range of 100 to 20, it moves

GAIN from 83 → 33●

HI-CUT from 61 → 92●

Creating Supercontrol Relationships

Go to the Relationships tab in the  Control Properties Pane.

Control Properties Pane
Relationships Pane

In the Relationships tab, turn the Supercontrol toggle on (blue).1.
Open the Subcontrols pane by tapping the Subcontrols button.2.
Drag to Subcontrol Button3.

Touch this button and drag it towards the desired subcontrol❍

Release your touch when its on the desired subcontrol❍

The subcontrols bounces to acknowledge the new relationship❍

The new subcontrol appears on the Subcontrols Page.●

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=771620&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FControlRelationshipsPane.png
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Control Properties Pane
Subcontrols Page

Editing Supercontrol Relationships

Arrange and Remove Subcontrols

With the Supercontrol selected, access Control Properties → Relationships → Subcontrols.

The order of the subcontrols matters in certain relationships, including Button Groups.

Arrange and Remove Subcontrols

With the Subcontrol selected, access Control Properties → Relationships → Supercontrols.

For both Supercontrols and Subcontrols pages, you can swipe left to delete without hitting edit.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=d5f21c&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FSubcontrolsPropertiesPane.png
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Surprising Defaults 

Buttons that are controlled by knobs are automatically grouped in a button group (like “radio buttons”).●

See Button Groups
Momentary buttons that control a knob, slider, crossfader or the axis of an XY pad will automatically●

become a “stepper.” See Steppers
When you make a control a supercontrol of an XY pad, it automatically picks up both axes. Normally,●

you would delete either X or Y immediately.

Cool Stuff With Supercontrols

Use a different number of “ticks” for a supercontrol or subcontrol.●

Make supercontrol respond to the accelerometer.●

Use a different MIDI min and/or max for a supercontrol. You can get different, unique values by chaining●

supercontrols.
Invert a subcontrol by inverting its MIDI min/max, inverting it by selecting inverted in the control●

properties, or by using invert supercontrol (which inverts how the current supercontrol affects its
subcontrols).
Use Crossfader Overlap (was called “crossfader pieces” previously) to smoothly transition between●

values on different controls. Here is a full explanation With Video and an advanced example
Use Sequential Subcontrols●

Send multiple MIDI messages. See this answer on Bank Change and Program Change●

Invert Supercontrol

Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Supercontrol Options → Inverted — This makes
subcontrols react backwards to the direction that the supercontrol is being moved.

http://mididesigner.com/crossfader-overlap
http://mididesigner.com/qa/314/xy-pad-to-control-4-mics
http://mididesigner.com/qa/23/bank-change-then-program-change
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Subcontrols Send Current Value

Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Supercontrol Options → Send Current Value —
Toggle in supercontrol options and in subcontrol options. Subcontrols of the supercontrol will send their
current value instead of having their value affected by the supercontrol. [ Explanation ]

Subcontrols Send Default Value

Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Supercontrol Options → Send Default Value —
Toggle in supercontrol options and in subcontrol options. Subcontrols of the supercontrol will send their
default value instead of having their value affected by the supercontrol.
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Chapter 8: Supercontrols, More

Stepper Example from MDXW

Steppers

Increment and Decrement buttons, or “steppers,” are easy to create in MD.

Increment Stepper

Create a button1.
Set its subtype to Momentary2.
Make it a supercontrol3.
Make it a supercontrol of the knob/slider etc. that you wish to increment4.

Decrement Stepper

Create a button1.
Set its subtype to Momentary2.
Make it a supercontrol3.
Make it a supercontrol of the knob/slider etc. that you wish to increment4.
Invert this supercontrol: Set Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Supercontrol Options →5.
Inverted to ON

Force Not Stepper
If you wish to use a momentary button that is not a stepper, set this toggle to ON:
Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Supercontrol Options → Not Steppers (Toggle)

Sequential Subcontrols

Normally, a supercontrol affects all of its subcontrols at once. With sequential subcontrols, the

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=f77ef3&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2Fstepper-example.png
http://www.casiomusicgear.com/products/menu_xw
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supercontrol moves the first subcontrol, and then each subsequent one.

The range of the supercontrol is divided by the number of subcontrols. Each part moves a subcontrol
through its full range.

This is useful:

To spin up disparate parameters in sequence. For instance, BASS BOOST → TREBLE BOOST → MID-●

RANGE BOOST
To accommodate MIDI targets that use different MIDI messages for different parts of a parameter. For●

example: a MIDI target that use CC 87 for the -127→0 part of a range, and CC 88 for the 0→127 part of
the range.

Getting ticks to line up for sequential subcontrol can be tricky. See this Q&A article if you need help.

Channel Changers

Make a multifunction control by using more than one MIDI channel. One knob/slider etc. controls the
channel for its subcontrols.

Example

Knob Q controls Wah Filter on Channel 1, CC 42 and Delay Feedback on Channel 2, CC 42. ChChger is the
supercontrol that makes Knob Q switch between functions. Knob Q will snap to its last value for Wah
Filter and Delay Feedback when you switch the channel.

Set It Up

Create a knob, slider, or crossfader●

Change the subtype of the control to Channel Changer + Presets●

Note that the control is automatically a supercontrol●

Add one or more subcontrols●

+ Presets?
Channel Changer + Presets — Subcontrols will snap to their last value for the channel selected. This
behavior is exactly the same as that of Presets for Groups of Controls and you may add a store and recall
button as well.
Channel Changer — Subcontrols change channels.

http://mididesigner.com/qa/1786/sequential-subcontrols-ticks-dont-line-up
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Channel Changers can work with sysex subcontrols, too. They can even go up to 127!

Snap to value

Snap to value gives you the ability to snap a control to a particular value over time.

Button Supercontrols WITHOUT Snap to Value

A button supercontrol for a variable control (e.g., knob) works as follows:

Button is Toggle — When the button is pressed (to ON), the subcontrol hits its scaled MAX value.●

When the button is pressed again (to OFF), the subcontrol hits its scale MIN value.
Button is Momentary — When the button is pressed, the subcontrol hits its scaled MAX value. When●

the button is released, the subcontrol hits its scale MIN value.

To understand how a supercontrol's values affect a subcontrol, see MIDI Ranges with Supercontrols

Button Supercontrols with Snap to Value

With Snap to Value, you specify an amount of time for the value change to happen. The slider is located
at Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Options as Super.
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Snap to Value

Values for Snap Sub to Value Slider

Off, 0ms, 10ms, 25ms, 50ms, 75ms, 100ms, 500ms, 2s, 4s, 8s, 16s

ms — stands for milliseconds, of which there are one thousand in every second. So 100ms is one tenth of
a second.

s — stands for seconds.

A button supercontrol for a variable control (e.g., knob) works as follows:

Button is Toggle — When the button is pressed (to ON), the subcontrol move to its scaled MAX value●

over the amount of time specified for snap to value. When the button is pressed again (to OFF), the
subcontrol moved to its scaled MIN value over the amount of time specified.
Button is Momentary — When the button is pressed, the subcontrol hits its scaled MAX value over●

the time specified. When the button is released, the subcontrol hits its scale MIN value over the time
specified.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=b95bac&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FsnapToValue.png
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Snap at Fixed Speed

With the Snap to Value slider set to 4 seconds:

With Snap at Fixed Speed OFF, the subcontrol would take 4 seconds to reach the value it's snapped to.●

If the starting value is very close, the movement will be very slow. If the starting value is very far, the
movement will be quicker.
With Snap at Fixed Speed ON, the subcontrol would take 4 seconds to run through its MIDI range.●

Smaller distances take less time, since the movement is always at the same speed.

Button Groups

Button Groups are often referred to as “radio buttons” or “exclusive buttons.” You want a button to
belong to a group of buttons. When one turns on, the others turn off.

MD takes the radio-button concept to the next level: Momentary AND toggle buttons can
participate in button groups. A dynamic control (knob, slider, etc.) groups the buttons, but also lets you
step through the buttons by changing the value of the knob. Also, the buttons change the value of the
grouping dynamic control.

Set It Up

Make any variable control (knob, slider, etc.) the supercontrol of two more buttons. Automatic and easy.

Use It

Press any of the buttons and the other ones in the group shut off. If they are momentary, they stay off.

Technical Details

The button that is pressed is sent LAST. Any of the buttons that does not send an off will only send when
selected. This includes:

Sysex with no “V”●

Buttons that are marked as “Send on Only”●

Buttons Are Send On Only (Toggle)
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This option is accessible from the Control Properties Pane for the Supercontrol (knob, slider, etc.) →
Relationships Tab → Options as Supercontrol.

When set to ON, the buttons in the button group only transmit their ON value.

When set to OFF, the buttons in the button group transmit both their ON value and their OFF value.

Buttons Are Send On Only is particularly useful for Program Changes, or any type of message where
the buttons share one type of MIDI message and also the Channel-CC or equivalent.

Bounce Back for Button Groups

Bounce Back — 2nd Press Action for Button Groups — allows you to determine what happens when you
press a button that is already ON in a button group. By default, when you press a button that is already
ON and is part of button group, that button will turn OFF. This will leave the button group with no buttons
selected. Sometimes, this is not the desired behavior. Bounce Back lets you choose.

Set It Up

With a button group set up, go to the Control Properties Pane for the supercontrol. Access Bounce Back
at Relationships Tab → Options as Super → Button Group 2nd Press. Options are:

Button Shuts Off — This is the default option. Second tap turns the selected button off.1.
No Action (Exclusive) — second tap does nothing.2.
Resend (Exclusive 2) —- second tap resends on value.3.
Bounce Back to Previous Button — second tap selects previously selected button.4.
Bounce Back to First Button — second tap selects first button in button group.5.
Bounce Back to Last Button — second tap selects last button in button group.6.

Note: Only Button Shut Off allows you to shut off all buttons in the Button Group. All other options will
result in one of the buttons always being on.

Crossfader Overlap

Crossfader overlaps captures a basic, equal-power linear crossfade. This type of crossfade is very useful
two manipulate two parameters on any MIDI target. Consider the following situations:

Lighting: Crossfade between red and blue lights.●

At zero: only red shows.❍

At max value: only blue shows.❍

In the middle of the range, both lights show, resulting in a purple.❍

Music: Crossfade between two different tracks.●
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At zero: only the A track plays.❍

At max value: only the B track plays.❍

In the middle of the range, both tracks play at full volume.❍

The idea, put more concretely with two knobs, Arp and Bass: Bass starts at max value. Arp starts at zero
and reaches full power at the midpoint. Bass starts dropping at the midpoint, hitting zero at the top of
the range for the supercontrol.

Set It Up

First we set this up without using crossfader overlap, so see how it works:

1 Knob called “Crossfader”: it's a supercontrol with two subcontrols●

knob called “Volume A”❍

knob called “Volume B”❍

Change Volume A to be inverted (Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Options as Sub → Inverted)●

Now switch to Play Mode and try this out. As you can see, Volume A and Volume B cross in the middle at
50% of their MIDI range.

Now set up Crossfader Overlap For both Volume A and Volume B:

Find Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Options as Sub → Crossfader Overlap●

Set the value to .5●

Now switch to Play Mode and try it out. An overlap of .5 is the most common, but you can also
experiment with other settings:

Crossfader Overlap Variations

Crossfader Overlap with 4 mics and an XY pad
This is an advanced use-case that might give you some new ideas about how to use crossfader overlap.
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Chapter 9: Relationships not using Super and
Subcontrols

Latch (Make Toggle)

Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Latch (Make Toggle)
[for momentary buttons only] A toggle button may be chosen which will switch the momentary button
to function as a toggle. If the momentary button is being pressed when the latch button is pressed, it will
remain in its ON state (latch).

To Set Up For a momentary button, choose the toggle button that you want to serve as the Latch
Button.

Latch (Make Toggle) Picker

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=3c288b&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FLatch__Make_Toggle_.png
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Extra CC & Hold

Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Extra CC & Hold
[for variable controls only, e.g., knob and XY dimension] A toggle button may be chosen which will
turn on when the variable control is being touched. If the Extra CC & Hold button is pressed while the
variable control is being touched, it will remain in its ON state (hold).

Extra CC & Hold Picker

The Extra CC & Hold feature allows you to create Korg Kaoss™-style XY pad.

Button Off Sets to Default

Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Button Off Sets to Default
For the selected control (any non-decorative control) A toggle button may be chosen which will move the
selected control to its default value when turned OFF.

Latch (Make Toggle) and Extra CC & Hold will not display choices that are not on the current page. You
may work around this by moving your control temporarily to another page, selecting the button you
need, and then moving it back.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=5ae048&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2Fextra-cc-n-hold.png
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Make Similar

Control Properties Pane → Actions → Make Similar

Creates a new control is independent of the selected control.

Initially, the new control has all of the same properties as the existing control, except:

If the existing control uses a MIDI message of type command change, note, or NRPN, it will●

automatically get assigned a new, unique channel-cc combination.
If smart naming for make similar is turned on (Config → Options → Design Mode Options → Smart●

Naming for Make Similar), the new control will get a unique name.

Initially the new control also has the same relationships as the existing control. This means that:

Any supercontrols of the original control get the new control added as a subcontrol●

Any subcontrols of the original control get a new supercontrol added●

This can make your layout-design work quite efficient, but  it can also be quite unexpected at
times 

Make Similar and the Smart Naming feature

Controls in MD can have many properties set, including display properties, MIDI properties, advanced
properties. When you wish to have a control that

There are instances where you want to copy the same look of an object, but give it a unique name and
unique ID. Maybe we want eight different blue volume sliders to control eight channels inside of our
DAW. We can use the Make Similar command to duplicate the look of the slider, and use the “Smart
Naming” function to assign a unique number to the end of the object.

The Make similar will also copy all of the assigned Super- and Sub-controls. This saves a ton
of time when trying to create complex inter-interactive patches.

Make similar will duplicate a slider and all of its display and color information, but it will assign it a●

unique control ID. To create a Make Similar control first Double tap on the control → actions → make
similar.
To turn Smart Naming On: Config → Options → Smart Naming (toggle) to ON, each time you “Make●

Similar” MD will guess the proper name for the next control.
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Smart Naming of Buttons

Make Similar for an Entire Page at Once

Page Properties Pane → Actions → Make Similar
Does the same thing at the page level. Independent controls are created on the new page, with the same
layout.

Other Instances (Control Copies)

Copying Controls

Control Properties Pane → Actions → Copy
The Copy command will create a new instance of the specified control. Different instances – “copies” –
allow the same control to appear in different places in your layout. Different instances of a control can be
sized and shaped differently – including label sizes, but most properties, including MIDI properties, are
shared between copies. http://mididesigner.com/control-copies/

Control copies show a red background in Design Mode.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=aa68c6&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FSmartNaming.png
http://mididesigner.com/control-copies/
http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=990979&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FControlCopiesRedBackground.png
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Red Background
Control Copies
Design Mode

Finding Other Instances of a Control

To find other instances of a control, use Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Other Instances.

Copy an Entire Page at Once

Page Properties Pane → Actions → Copy
Does the same thing at the page level, so each of the controls has a new instance created.

A and B Controls

A and B Controls allow you to copy values from one set of controls (“A Controls”) to another set of
controls (“B Controls”) and vice-versa.

This feature is useful:

When you've got two audio signal chains with independent but identical MIDI parameters.●

When you've got two MIDI targets that are identical, e.g., the same VST or two of the same hardware●

MIDI target

Set It Up

Control Properties Pane → Relationships Tab → B Control (Picker) For any selected dynamic control,
choose control that will serve as a B Control. Note: the control must be on the same page. If you need to
assign across pages, you will need to temporarily move your controls.
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B Control Picker

On the Relationships Tab for the B control, its A control will be reflected. Also, you will be prompted if you
attempt to assign a B control for the B control:

Prompt for Reassign of B Control

A control can only have one A control, or one B control.

Send A to B or B to A

You can assign the values of your A controls to your B controls or vice-versa.

A to B: Config Pane → MIDI → “A → B”●

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=9bab83&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FB-Control-Picker.png
http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=e0917c&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FReassignBControl.png
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A to B: Config Pane → MIDI → “B → A”●

Either of these buttons causes values to jump to the new values.
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Chapter 10: Two Types of Presets

Global Presets

MD allows you to store up to 20 global presets. Global presets have a value for each control in your
layout. When you store the preset, the values are stored. When you recall the preset, all values are
recovered.

Presets represent all the values in your entire MIDI Designer setup. For example, a knob called “Sweep”
might be set to 45° (or an outgoing MIDI value of 32). When you store a preset, that value is stored.
When you recall a preset, all controls snap to the value they had at the time the preset was saved. So
your sweep knob would snap to 45° regardless or what position it's in, and that value would be sent out
to all hardware/software that is connected.

Presets are available from the main tongue that drops down from “More” for both store and recall. The
“alt” button switches to the second group of 10 presets, so you can access 1-10 or (alt) 11-20.

The following features are discussed in this video:

Storing presets●

Recalling presets●

ALT presets (11-20)●

Naming presets●

Advanced: assigning presets to buttons●

Edit Presets

All other editing functionality (including deleting, (re)naming and ordering) can be done:

on iPad, via Config → MIDI → Edit Presets●

on iPhone, via the Edit Preset button●

Presets on iPhone

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=fa6d91&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2Fpresets-on-iphone.png
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Adjust Preset Pane

Double-tap to edit a presets name●

Swipe left and touch “Delete” to delete●

Hit “Reorder” to reorder controls●

Presets Send All (Toggle)

Config Pane → MIDI Tab → Presets Send All (Toggle)

When ON, recalled presets send all values.●

When OFF, recalled presets send only values that are different than the current values.●

Force Dupe Bank & Prog Change

Config Pane → MIDI Tab → Force Dupe Bank & Prog Change (Toggle)

When ON, recalled presets send all values for controls of type Bank & Prog Change●

When OFF, recalled presets send only values that are different than the current values for controls of●

type Bank & Prog Change.

Force Dupe Bank & Prog Change takes precedence over Presets Send All

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=52ad97&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FAdjust_Presets_Pane.png
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Presets for Groups

Layout-wide presets are great, but sometimes you want just a certain group of controls to snap to preset
values.

This video covers all aspects of presets for groups of controls.

Channel Changers?

Channel Changers with Presets work just like Preset knobs, but they also change the channel of the
subcontrol.

Store Button Possibilities

Add a Store Button to a Preset Supercontrol via Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Store Preset.
The Store Button allows you to choose when your Preset for Groups will be stored.

No Store Button—The preset super automatically stores subcontrols’ values when the super changes●

values
Store Button Is Toggle—When the button is pressed, the preset super automatically stores subcontrols’●

values when the super changes values. When the toggle is not pressed, no values are stored
Store Button Is Momentary—When the button is pressed, the preset super stores subcontrols’ values in●

the current slot

Recall Button Possibilities

Add a Recall Button to a Preset Supercontrol via Control Properties Pane → Relationships → Recall Preset.
The Recall Button allows you to choose when your Preset for Groups will be restored, i.e., when the
subcontrols will snap to their stored values.

No Recall Button—The preset super automatically recalls subcontrols’ values when the super changes●

values
Recall Button Is Toggle—When the button is pressed, the preset super automatically recalls●

subcontrols’ values when the super changes values. When the toggle is not pressed, no values are
recalled
Recall Button Is Momentary—When the button is pressed, the preset super snaps the subcontrols to the●

values stored in the current slot

Named Ticks or "Normal" Ticks
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Named ticks allow you to name each preset. Furthermore, if you used a Momentary Store Button, you will
be able to name them in Play Mode.

To delete a preset with named ticks and a momentary store button, put in a blank name.
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Chapter 11: Advanced Control Concepts

Snap to Default Value

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Snap to Default Value Snap to Default Value allows you to set a
control to “snap” to its default value over time. You specify an amount of time for the value change to
happen.

Snap to Default Value

Values for Snap to Default Value Slider

Off, 0ms, 10ms, 25ms, 50ms, 75ms, 100ms, 500ms, 2s, 4s, 8s, 16s

ms — stands for milliseconds, of which there are one thousand in every second. So 100ms is one tenth of
a second.

s — stands for seconds.
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Snap at Fixed Speed

By way of example, with Snap to Default Value slider set to 4 seconds:

With Snap at Fixed Speed OFF, the control would take 4 seconds to reach its default value. If the●

starting value is very close, the movement will be very slow. If the starting value is very far, the
movement will be quicker.
With Snap at Fixed Speed ON, the control would take 4 seconds to run through its MIDI range. Smaller●

distances take less time, since the movement is always at the same speed.

Accelerometer

The accelerometer in your iOS device measures tilt in three dimensions: X, Y and Z. The Accelerometer
control in MD allows you to tie any number of controls to a dimension of accelerometer produced data.

In Play Mode, you can also turn the accelerometer ON and OFF, both from a standard control and from a
button or buttons in your layout.

Settings It Up (Design Mode)

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Accelerometer
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Accelerometer Picker

The Accelerometer Picker allows you to choose which dimension, X or Y, the control responds to:

X: right or left.●

Y: up or down.●

Accelerometer Dimensions

In addition, you can choose the following:

Range — Choose how much movement is required to move the control through its MIDI range:

0.50: Move the device 90 degrees on the specified dimension to run from MIN to MAX.●

0.75: Move the device 120 degrees on the specified dimension to run from MIN to MAX.●

1.00: Move the device 180 degrees on the specified dimension to run from MIN to MAX.●

Z Position – It's very hard to control parameters on the Z-dimension, so MD uses Z-position instead.
There are three choices for Z-position which determine when the control responds to the accelerometer:

Any — the control will respond whether the device is upside up or upside down.●

Upside Up — the control will respond only when the device is facing up. In general, this means you can●

see the screen.
Upside Down — the control will respond only when the device is facing down. In general, this means the●

control is responding when you cannot see the device's screen.
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The Z-Position allows you to assign the accelerometer to different knobs depending on whether the
device is upside up or upside down. This gives you great flexibility to design an instrument that responds
to XY and has two different “sides.”

Turning Accelerometer Off and On via Global Options

The global Accelo button (toggle) on iPhone (5) is a great way to turn the accelerometer for MD ON or
OFF.

iPhone Screen Layout

The global Accelo button (toggle) on iPad (5) is a great way to turn the accelerometer for MD ON or OFF.
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iPad Screen Layout

Turning Accelerometer Off and On via Accelerometer Type Buttons

Control Properties Pane → Properties → Subtype
Create a button with subtype “Accelerometer Toggle.” In Play Mode, when the button is ON, the
accelerometer is enabled.

The MD accelerometer implementation is quite famous: see it here on the cover of apple.com!

http://mididesigner.com/qa/2979/accelerometer-how-does-it-work

Bank & Page Jump Buttons

Control Properties Pane → Properties → Subtype — Buttons Only
There are six relevant subtypes for buttons:

Page Up●

Page Down●

http://mididesigner.com/apple
http://mididesigner.com/qa/2979/accelerometer-how-does-it-work
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Bank Up●

Bank Down●

Jump to Page●

Jump to Bank●

Jump to Page

Jump to Page Options

There are two options for Jump to Page:

← Last Page ← — this will jump to the previous page that was shown for the current bank●

A specific page — if necessary, MD will switch the bank to access the page chosen●

If you choose a specific page, you will be prompted to automatically label your button with the name of
the selected page.

Jump to Bank

The Go to Bank field appears in the same place as Go to Page above. There is no “Last Bank” option: you
must choose a specific bank to jump to.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=5bfa59&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FGoToPage.png
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Send On Only (Toggle)

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Send On Only (Toggle) — Buttons Only
When this toggle is ON for selected control, only the MIDI ON value is sent. Otherwise, both are send.

Note: the ON value is sent even if it is lower or the same as the MIDI OFF value.

High-Precision Sliders, Knobs and Crossfaders

Getting a slider, crossfader or knob to hit a specific value can be difficult, especially if:

The control is not very large on the axis of movement●

There are many values (esp. for 14-bit controls)●

To a certain extent, the problem may be alleviated using:

Using Long Throw for higher precision●

Using up and down steppers●

High-Precision Controls provide yet another solution to this issue. High-precision controls work as follows:

Along the axis of movement, your touch works as normal: to change the value of the control.●

Along the perpendicular axis, the further away from the control you move, the fewer values are●

changed

High-Precision
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Global Option for High-Precision

Config Pane → Options → High-Precision Sliders (Toggle)
If this option is ON, all sliders, knobs, and crossfaders are high-precision. If this option is OFF, only
controls that have the option set specifically are high-precision.

Global Option: High-Precision

Per-Control Option for High-Precision

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Force High-Precision (Toggle)
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Per-Control Option: High-Precision

If the Global Option is ON, this has no effect●

If the Global Option is OFF, this option – if set to ON – will cause the selected control to respond on the●

high-precision axis.

Batch Sends: Reset to Default, Send All

It is possible to send the values of all controls in a layout at once, and also to reset all controls to their
default values.

Reset to Default and Send All from Config

Config Pane → MIDI → MIDI Actions
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Global Batch Sends

Send All Values — Sends the value for all controls in a layout.
Reset to Default Values — Resets all controls in a layout to their default values. If current values are
different, the new value is sent out.

Reset to Default and Send All from Buttons

Control Properties Pane → Properties Tab → Subtype — Buttons Only
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Batch Send from Button

There are three batch-sending options for buttons:

Send All (This Page) — Sends the values for all controls on the page where the selected button is●

located.
Send All — Send values for all controls in the layout●

Reset to Default — Resets all controls in the layout to their default values●

Batch sends send the values of all controls, with these notable exceptions:

Supercontrols (unless Supercontrols Send Own Values is selected)●

Controls that have Reset to Default: Exclude set to ON●

Reset to Default: Exclude (Toggle)

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Reset to Default, Exclude (Toggle)

Exclude from Reset to Default

When ON, the selected control is excluded from batch sends, including:

Send All — Layout-Wide●

Reset to Default Values — Layout-Wide●

Send All (Page)●

Global Presets●
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Chapter 12: iPad and Two-Up Page Design

Two-Up Page Design

By default, new layouts use a split-page design:

iPad Screen Layout

You may choose one page page for the left side, and a different page (or even the same page) for the
right side. As noted, you may switch pages with the page tabs (8).

In addition, you may select a different bank for the each side using the bank selectors (9). To see all
topics related to page banks, see here.

Users' opinions are split of their love for the two-up page design.

About half of the MIDI Designer Master Layout creators (like popup, fdesnoyers, planshifter, landschall
and EZB, to name just a few) rely on it, because they can mix and match pieces of their layout.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php/manual:chapter1:ipad_screen.png
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The other half use One Big Page.

One Big Page

Config → Options → One Big Page (toggle)
One Big Page allows you to experience you layout as a set of unified pages spanning the width of your
iPad screen. Choose a different Page Bank for the left and right sides, and then turn on One Big Page.

You must display a different bank on the right and left sides. Otherwise, you'll be seeing the same page
on the right and left side!

One Big Page Confirmation

Dynamic controls may span the entire width of your layout. To achieve this:

Put the control on the left side1.
Extend it to the right side by using the sizing handles2.

If you adjust page background texture and color on either side, that color will affect the page on both
sides of the layout.  LED color changes only affect the left or right page that is selected.

To move controls from page to page, you might have to shut One Big Page off temporarily.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=bf1f79&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FOneBigPagePrompt.png
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Change Banks Together

Config → Options → Change Banks Together
This feature is also known as One Big Bank.

This feature requires One Big Page being set to ON

Change Banks Together allows you to move through banks on the right and left side of your rig at the
same time. When you turn the feature on, MD will explain how the banks will change:

Change Banks Together Confirmation

Banks Change Together links the following banks together,
left and right: 1-5, 2-6, 3-7, 4-8.

 You can only change the number of banks available on the left side using Change Banks Together.

Move Banks

Config → Actions → Move Banks 2-4-6 to 5-6-7 Users who have been using One Big Page for some time
and decide to use Change Banks Together are oftentimes surprised to find that they've used these banks
for One Big Page:

Left Side Right Side
1 2
3 4

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=dff22d&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FChangeBanksTogetherConfirm.png
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Left Side Right Side
5 6

while Change Banks Together requires these banks:

Left Side Right Side
1 5
2 6
3 7

You can automatically switch your layout to this new configuration via Move Banks 2-4-6 to 5-6-7. You will
be given this prompt:

Confirmation to Move Banks
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Chapter 13: Pedalboards

Pedalboards allow you to control your layout – or some part of your layout – from external hardware,
another iOS app, or any MIDI controller, including MD on another iOS device.

The fundamental idea behind this feature is that controls on an external controller map to different
controls in your layout depending on the page you are seeing in MD. The most typical use-case is one
where MD is the heads-up-display (HUD) for a external hardware. You never let go of your external
hardware with your hands, but your eyes are looking at MD, which is telling you the names of the
parameters you are tweaking. The parameters change depending on which page you are seeing.

Virtual Lefty Prototype

Pedalboards: Under Your Pages

Slide your pages up to reveal pedalboards. You will place supercontrols that are mapped to your external
hardware on these pedalboards.

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=69fc9d&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fimages%2Fpedalboard-lefty-2013-01.png
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Left Pedalboard, Revealed

By default, pedalboards cannot be made visible and require you to change pedalboard visibility.

Changing Pedalboard Visibility

Config Pane → Pedalboards Tab → Design Mode (Toggle)
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Pedalboard Options

The two toggle buttons at the top of this config page are relevant:
Design Mode (Toggle) — If ON, allows you to reveal pedalboards in Design Mode with a single-finger
swipe up on your page. Swipe down to hide.
Play Mode (Toggle) — If ON, allows you to reveal pedalboards in Play Mode with a two-finger swipe up.
Swipe down to hide.

Setting Pedalboards Up

Drag or add a supercontrol to the pedalboard area.1.
Use MIDI learn to map the supercontrol to an external hardware parameter.2.
For each page on which you want to use the supercontrol, assign one or more of the controls on the3.
page as a subcontrol.

Default Settings

Supercontrols on pedalboards control subcontrols only on the visible page that corresponds to the●

pedalboard.
As you switch pages, supercontrols on pedalboards snap to the previous value held for that page●

Supercontrols that have only one subcontrol will have their values changed by their subcontrol. This
means that if you change the value of a control on a page, its supercontrol on a Pedalboard will also
change value. If you are using bi-directional external MIDI controller, its values will be updated as well!
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Option for Unidirectional Hardware

When you switch pages in MD, toggle buttons will return to the ON-OFF state they were in when you left
the page. The corresponding toggles on your external MIDI controller will get out of sync with the toggles
on your Pedalboard unless they can receive and react to MIDI as well.

MD works around this problem by allowing you to use momentary buttons on external hardware to
control toggle buttons on your Pedalboard.

Global Option for Unidirectional Hardware

Config Pane → Pedalboards Tab → Pedalboard Toggles Triggered by Momentary Hardware (Toggle) —
Turns this feature ON, so that toggle buttons on pedalboards respond to momentary presses: each
ON→OFF from the external controller results in the toggle button toggling between ON and OFF states.
This is ON by default.

The first press of the momentary button will turn the toggle ON.●

The second press of the momentary button will shut the toggle OFF.●

Since the toggle remembers its last state when you switch to a page, it will start at the last state (ON or●

OFF).

Control-level Option for Unidirectional Hardware

Control Properties Pane → Relationships Tab → Supercontrol Options — If the global option is OFF, you
may use this option to force a toggle to interact correctly with a momentary button on your external
controller. If the global option is ON, this toggle has no effect. Note: there are two options, Left and
Right, for iPad, and only one for iPhone.
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Force Toggle Reacts
to Momentary Hardware

Pedalboard Supercontrols Snap

The essence of Pedalboards in MD is that the controls snap to their previous values for that page.
However, you may choose to disable this feature. One reason to do this is to use the Pedalboards as
hidden storage places for controls.
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Supercontrols Snap Option

Config Pane → Pedalboards → Pedalboard supercontrols return to previous values on page change
(Toggles)
This option is ON by default. Note: there are two options, Left and Right, for iPad, and only one for
iPhone.

Copy Pedalboard to Page

Ideally, your Pedalboard is set up to look exactly like your page, with one subcontrol for each
supercontrol on the Pedalboard. One way to do this is to create the Pedalboard first and let MD create the
pages for you.

To do this, access the Page Properties Pane → Control Actions on a blank page and select Copy
Pedalboard Supercontrols to Page.

The Pedalboard will be mirrored exactly, and all the controls will be subcontrols of the supercontrols on
the Pedalboard. Note: — Only supercontrols will get new supercontrols. Ensure that all of the controls
that you wish to create a subcontrol for are already marked Supercontrol
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Copy Pedalboard Supercontrols

Require Hardware Pickup

for dynamic controls only
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Require Hardware Pickup

If your external controller is not bidirectional, values of the supercontrols on your Pedalboard will jump to
match the values of your external controller. Hardware Pickup means that the external controller must
first pass through the value of the supercontrol before it will be affected by the external controller.
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Chapter 14: More Advanced Control Concepts

Hide in Play Mode

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Hide in Play Mode Sometimes a control is critical in your layout,
but not necessary in Play Mode. You may move the control to another page, or put it on a Pedalboard
page, or… hide it in Play Mode

Hide in Play Mode

Controls that are hidden in Play Mode show a yellow background in Design Mode1.
Controls that are hidden in Play Mode can still send MIDI out and respond to MIDI in2.

Hide in Play Mode is useful for both supercontrols and subcontrols.
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Bring Up (Play Mode)

Control Properties Pane → Advanced → Bring Up (Play Mode) [Toggle]
Bring Up is used for controls that are physically on top of one another. The most common example is a
knob that is concentrically placed inside another knob, like in this layout:

Bring Up (Play Mode)
Example

If the outer knobs (both have the label “push”) have “Bring Up (Play Mode)” as ON, while they're being
touched they will physically cover the smaller, inner knob.

Open URL

You may change the subtype of a button to launch an external URL. This may be used to open another
app. For example:

audiobus://●

Loopy-hd://●

animoog://●
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magellan://●

You may discover more schemes here and a more technical reference is here.

To do this, change a button's subtype to Open URL.

Then select or type a URL at in Control Properties Pane → Properties → Open URL.

Open URL Field

Open URL buttons always act as momentary buttons.

Open URL buttons will respond to incoming MIDI messages, allowing you to launch apps from an external
MIDI controller.

Bit Changer

Bit changers are necessary to work with some older synths, particularly the Yamaha DX-7. Older synths
use the different bits of a value to send packed data.

Bit changers alter individual bits of a subcontrols value. As an example, the subcontrol might have a
value of 71. In binary, 71 is 1000111. If a bit changer were affecting the 4th bit (from the right, currently
0) the value would be 79. 79 is 1001111 in binary.

http://handleopenurl.com/
http://wiki.akosma.com/IPhone_URL_Schemes
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What's 71 in binary? [  Google Link ]
What's 1000111 in decimal? [ Google Link, note we prefix with 0b for Google ]

Make a button1.
Change the Subtype to Bit Changer2.
Add a subcontrol3.
On the MIDI page for the button, change the “Change Bits” field to be the 4th bit. This would be the4.
4th bit from the right
Out of design mode, when you switch the button on, a value of 71 in the subcontrol would change to5.
79. Shutting the button off, a value of 79 would change to 71

Bit Changer Field

http://www.google.com/?q=71+in+binary#q=71+in+binary
http://www.google.com/#q=0b1000111+in+decimal
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Bit Changer Field

Relative Controls

Control Properties Pane → Subtype → Relative —  Variable Controls Only
Relative Controls send their MIDI MAX repeatedly to indicate increase, and their MIDI MIN repeatedly to
indicate decrease.

MD will prompt you to accept the default setup for this, which is:

Three ticks, -1, 0, and 1●

MIDI Range: 63-65●

Default Value of 64●
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Relative Control
Default Setup Confirmation

Given the default setup, as you move your touch upwards (or right on a crossfader or X dimension of an
XY Pad), MD sends out a 65. As you move your touch in the other direction, a 63 is sent out.

Ableton Users
See “26.2.4 Mapping to Relative MIDI Controllers” in the Ableton Remote Guide. Use Relative (BinOffset)
can be useful. Setting a higher MIDI max and a lower MIDI min can increase the amount of value change
for each movement.

Relative Controls and Multiple MIDI Messages

Relative variable controls can also be used to send out multiple MIDI messages.

This is not a three-way switch. To create a three-way switch, use Button Groups.

This is different from button groups in that each value continues to send out while your touch continues
up or down.

With a variable control:

Set the subtype to relative1.
Make it a supercontrol2.
Add 2 or 3 variable controls as subcontrols3.
Mark the supercontrol as sequential: Control Properties Pane → Relationships Tab → Options as Super4.
→ Sequential (Toggle) to ON

Note: With three subcontrols, the middle one will be sent when you stop touching the supercontrol. If
you have only two controls, the first will be sent when increasing, and the second will be send when
decreasing.

See Discussion about this feature

https://www.ableton.com/en/manual/midi-and-key-remote-control/
http://mididesigner.com/qa/3364/three-way-switch-in-md
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Transpose and Octave Transpose

Transpose and Octave Transpose allow you to transpose MIDI messages on controls. To set up:

Create button or buttons that send note-on (or control change).1.
Create a variable control (knob, slider, etc.).2.
Set the variable control's subtype to transpose (or octave transpose).3.

Default Transpose Confirmation
Accept the default transpose steps (affects the display min/max, number of ticks, MIDI Min/Max and4.
default value)
Make the button or buttons subcontrols of the Transpose knob5.

The steps are identical for Octave Transpose, and they may be combined.

A variable control of type transpose centers around the default MIDI value. Each value above is a
chromatic step up, and each MIDI value below is a chromatic step down.
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The same rule applies to controls of type octave transpose, but instead of chromatic steps, they're
octaves (12 chromatic steps).

Transpose can be used for other control types than Note On/Note Off.1.
Transpose can be combined with steppers2.
Check out this  Recipe for transpose with buttons3.

Named Ticks

Normal Ticks

Ticks refer to “steps” for variable controls, as seen earlier.

Normal Ticks – adjusted via the number of ticks for the control, display MIN & MAX for the control, and
MIDI MIN & MAX for the control, provide great flexibility. By default, a variable control has 128 ticks, a
display MIN-MAX of 0-127 and a MIDI MIN-MAX of 0-127.

With Normal Ticks you can do the following:

Make a full-range knob that goes from -5 to +5.●

Create a half-range slider that goes from 0-500 by increments of 10.●

Create a crossfader that goes from -10 to 0 and sends 0-127.●

Named Ticks

Control Properties Pane → Advanced Tab → Named Ticks (Toggle)
Named Ticks allow you to define each tick (or “step”) of a variable control. Define as many ticks as you
need. Each tick has:

a MIDI value●

a numeric Display value (integer)●

a Name (optional)●

By default, variable controls have Named Ticks turned off. Press the Named Ticks toggle to turn Named
Ticks on. You will be prompted to convert your current ticks.

http://mididesigner.com/qa/2868/transpose-in-midi-designer-with-buttons
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Convert Current Ticks

It may take a few tries to set your normal ticks up correctly. Converting Normal Ticks to Named Ticks can
be a huge time saver.

Editing Named Ticks

You may edit Named Ticks using the Rich Named Ticks Editor. Tap on the Named Ticks label:

Named Ticks Label

which brings up the Rich Named Ticks Editor.
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Named Ticks
Rich Editor

The Rich Editor allows you to configure every tick:

The MIDI value that will be sent out●

The numeric, integer display value (-99 to 999)●

Optionally, a text label●

The + and - keys on the right allow you to insert a new tick or delete a tick.

You may also automatically renumber using the two Renum buttons.

The Left Button: The MIDI values, from MIN to MAX. This renumbers based on the Named Ticks that are●

already present, interpolating between the MIN and the MAX.
The Right Renum Button: Renumbers the Display Values based on the MIN and MAX display values in●

the series.

The same MIDI value (and display value, and even label) may be repeated many times in a series. This
gives you incredible flexibility. Consider these examples:

Increase than decrease●

Decrease than increase●

Coarse jumps then finer jumps●

Pentatonic then chromatic scales, etc.●
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Named Ticks: Edit Text

The Edit Text Panel for Named Ticks gives you the flexibility to:

Share the same Named Ticks with other controls (or other layouts) by selecting all and using Copy●

Type or use (copy and) paste to enter Named Ticks with greater precision●

Use a spreadsheet or other app to create named ticks and then paste them in to your control●

Named Ticks Edit Box

Rules for the Edit Text Box:

Columns are delimited with a space●

Format is MIDI value, Display Value, and then optional Display Label●

For your ease-of-use, if you omit the Display Value, it will be the same as the MIDI value●

Use a backslash \ before a number for the Display Label, so:●

Edit Text Translates to
1 \5 1 1 5
1 1 5 1 1 5
1 5 1 5 (no label)
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Hiding Display Value (Display)

Using zero for all Display Values will result in a:

Dash instead of the Display Value for knobs●

The Display Value Display will not be visible for sliders●
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Chapter 15: Troubleshooting

Log Pane

The Log Pane can be very useful to determine what is happening in terms of MIDI messages.

Log Pane

When the Log Pane is open, all outgoing and incoming MIDI messages are logged. Otherwise they are●

discarded.
If the Log Pane is paused – Pause Button (Toggle) is ON – messages are discarded.●

You may clear all data in the log by using the Clear button.●

You can select and copy data in the log to paste in to other apps, including Mail.

Options for Getting Help

Options for getting help include:

MIDI Designer Q&A—Ask your question on the Q&A forums. The MIDI Designer Community is glad to●

help.
MIDI Designer Tech Support—For some issues, you might want to get in touch with support directly.●

http://mididesigner.com/wiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?tok=26c2a8&media=http%3A%2F%2Fmididesigner.com%2Fautomatic-images%2FLogPane.png
http://midiDR.com/qa
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The best way to do this is inside MD itself, via Config → Actions → Email Us. Otherwise, you can use
the Contact Form on the MD Website.

Short, Self-Contained, Correct Example

If you are asking a question to other users or to Tech Support, please try to create a short, self-contained,
and correct example (if possible). This means:

Short—Please try to “slim” your question. For example, if there are 40 buttons not related to your●

example, please remove them. If you can produce the problem with one slider, present that. The better
you can locate the problem, the easier it is for people to help you.
Self-Contained—Provide everything so that somebody else can also see the problem occur. You might●

need to include files, and even MIDI specs, but hopefully you can simplify the problem so that this isn't
necessary. (Sometimes, other people might just need to have the same expensive synth you do to
solve the problem. In that case, you cannot make the example self-contained)
Correct—The example should be readable and everything that is not part of the problem should work.●

Other problems in your layout should be corrected or, better yet, removed.
Example—Make sure you can see the problem clearly in the question and the resources provided. If●

you are asking others to download an MD layout which shows the problem, download it yourself to
make sure the problem can be seen.

Short, Self Contained, Correct (Compilable), Example is a concept used by programmers to
communicate problems and solutions.
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Chapter 16: MIDI Implementation Chart

MIDI Implementation Chart as PDF
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About MIDI Designer

Where It All Began

Original Business Card, Back

Interviews with the author:

Part 1●

Part 2●
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